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Introduction to Digital Audio Coding and Standards (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2002
Provides a detailed introduction to the implementations and official standards of the state of the art audio coding technology.     

       The topic of digital audio coding is of interest to a wide audience, including engineering and industrial professionals working in telecommunications, hardware design, music, and software product...
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The Principles of Object-Oriented JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		If you've used a more traditional object-oriented language, such as C++ or Java, JavaScript probably doesn't seem object-oriented at all. It has no concept of classes, and you don't even need to define any objects in order to write code. But don't be fooled—JavaScript is an incredibly powerful and expressive...
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Hypertension Secrets, 1eHanley & Belfus, 2001

	All the very latest clinical information on hypertension is covered in this practical addition to the popular Secrets Series®. Coverage includes Patient Assessment, Essential Hypertension, Secondary Hypertension, and Special Cases of Hypertension and focuses extensively on all current drugs and therapies.

	
		Concise...
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C: From Theory to PracticeCRC Press, 2014

	Designed for a compulsory fundamental course, C: From Theory to Practice uses a hands-on approach to teach the C programming language, using numerous examples and a clear, concise presentation. Easy to use and classroom tested, this textbook includes more than 500 exercises and examples of progressive difficulty to help students in...
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A Science Comic of Urban Metro Structure: Performance Evolution and Sensing ControlSpringer, 2018

	
		This science comic presents the entire life cycle of the metro system in an accessible and fun way. Just like human beings, a metro system can get sick, and this book introduces its ailments, medical records along with experts’ diagnoses and available treatments. Using cartoons, it enables readers of all levels to quickly...
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The IT Girl's Guide to Becoming an Excel DivaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Apply Excel daily and smooth out life's wrinkles

Who knew a spreadsheet could do as much for you as your favorite moisturizer? Become a Microsoft Excel Diva with this sassy guide and discover what hip IT Girls already know: smart is beautiful. Impress the heck out of everyone at work with your stylish reports. Do a budget and see exactly...
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The Essential Patient Handbook: Getting the Health Care You Need - From Doctors Who KnowDemos Medical Publishing, 2004

	The Essential Patient Handbook was written for the millions of Americans who are dissatisfied with their medical care, and are looking for a practical no-nonsense way to get the help they need from their doctors. It contains lessons learned by two doctors (husband and wife) who endured immense challenges on the patient side of the...
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Secrets of the Millionaire Mind: Mastering the Inner Game of WealthHarper Perennial, 2005

	SECRETS OF THE MILLIONAIRE MIND reveals the missing link between wanting success and achieving it!


	Have you ever wondered why some people seem to get rich easily, while others are destined for a life of financial struggle? Is the difference found in their education, intelligence, skills, timing, work habits, contacts, luck, or...
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Daniel Arbuckle's Mastering PythonPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Covers the latest and advanced concepts of Python such as parallel processing with Python 3.6
	
		Explore the Python language from its basic installation and setup to concepts such as reactive programming and microservices
	
		Get introduced to the mechanism for rewriting code in a...
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Shellcoder's Programming UncoveredA-LIST Publishing, 2005
Some software isn't effective because it proves unable to prevent the propagation of worms, but this guide examines where security holes come from, how to discover them, how to protect systems, and how to do away with security holes altogether.

How hackers, viruses, and worms attack computers from the Internet and exploit security holes...
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Tricks of the eBay MastersQue, 2004
Ever wonder how eBay PowerSellers got to be so successful? Wonder no more. Tricks of the eBay Masters is full of advice and over 600 tricks from expert eBay users. They learned by doing and are now going to pass on their wisdom to you. Find out how to jazz up your auction listings with HTML, how to increase buyer traffic through key...
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Photographing Washington D.C. Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The ideal companion guide for capturing awe-inspiring photos of Washington, D.C.!


	Whether using a compact camera or a high-end dSLR, this companion guide provides you with detailed information for taking spectacular shots of some of the most recognizable architecture in the world. Whether you aim to capture memorable photos...
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